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Boss RC-10R

A league apart from your typical loop pedal, the new RC-10R 

allows real-time creativity and sequencing thanks to two 

unique song sections, intros/endings and rhythm fills, so you 

can link between verses and bridges seamlessly. There’s also 

a huge built-in 280-rhythm style library, onboard storage  

for 99 phrase memories and 50 user rhythms. £263 boss.info
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WIRED sets the tone with the best new 

products from across the spectrum

Lampuga Air  

Inflatable Jetboard

A blessing for all the 

hatchback-owning 

electric surfboard 

obsessives out there, 

Lampuga has managed 

to engineer an inflatable, 

fully functional ride that 

can go anywhere your 

car can. We’re talking a 

14hp, 50kph, double-

layer PVC hull jetboard 

that folds down into the 

most meagre of boots, 

thanks to the detachable 

3.7kWh Li-ion battery 

that, once the body has 

been fully inflated, slots 

seamlessly in the centre. 

£tbc lampuga.com

Snow Peak BBQ Rod

A novelty item, perhaps – but like so many of 

Snow Peak’s products, there’s ingenuity and 

engineering a-plenty on show. Load up the hooks 

with marshmallows, hot dogs, or even an actual fish, 

dangle over the fire and, when the time is right, give 

the line a gentle tug and the end will flip, helping to 

ensure perfectly cooked results – and not a crudely 

whittled stick in sight. £34.95 snowpeak.com

LIFE IN COLOUR���

Segway Villain 1000SH

Segway’s fierce-looking hybrid ATV delivers up to 

181bhp and a hulking 259Nm of torque channelled 

through the rear wheels. Dual A-arm suspension 

in the front and a multi-link trailing arm in the 

rear, plus three cooling systems and both a 

downhill braking system and four-wheel hydraulic 

brakes make for an impressive off-road offering.  

$tbc powersports.segway.com

r

Patek Philippe 

Aquanaut 5167A 

Singapore  

Grand Exhibition

This classic 40mm steel 

Aquanaut is elevated 

by a vivid red rubber 

strap and minute track 

– the hue is a nod to 

the signature colour 

of Singapore, the city 

in which this watch 

debuted – and it’s 

limited to 500 examples. 

If you can’t snag this 

highly sought-after 

piece, unlimited editions 

in white gold with blue 

and green dials were 

announced at Basel. 

£poa patek.com
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Quip Toothbrush 

Created as an antidote 

to the expensive app-

controlled brushes from 

the big brands, Quip’s 

subscription-based brush 

– new batteries and bristle 

heads are sent out every 

three months – has been 

designed to simply  

clean your teeth well, look 

good and travel easily.  

The result is a basic 

toothbrush that has one 

mode and a two-minute 

timer with 30-second 

interval vibrations. It’s a 

beautifully executed idea, 

especially in the all-metal 

design, with soft bristles 

and silicone edges for 

gentle gum-cleaning.  

From $25, brush heads 

from $5 getquip.com

Leatherman Free T4

At just 9.3cm long, this Leatherman still packs in 12 tools including a 

420HC stainless steel blade and scissors, pry tool, package opener 

– an essential in mail-order Britain – bottle opener, file, tweezers and 

screwdrivers. Its new magnetic locking system means you can open it 

easily and safely using only one hand. £74.95 leatherman.co.uk

Audi E-tron Sportback 55

Audi’s second electric car is all about squeezing out 

every last metre of range – its revised aerodynamics, for 

example, add an extra 10km to your available distance 

per charge. It’s also the first mass-produced car to 

feature digital matrix LED headlights. These can project 

a beam of light or pattern on to the road ahead, and warn 

you of any pedestrians close by. From £70,000 audi.com

Apple Mac Pro >>>>>

Redesigned for the first time in six years, Apple has truly 

divided opinion with the Mac Pro’s cheese-grater looks, 

but has won fans by making it easier to upgrade – the 

aluminium case lifts clean off to expose the guts. The 

£5,499 entry level is a 3.5GHz, 8-core Intel Xeon W beast 

with eight PCIe slots and 32GB of RAM – but max out the 

upgrades and you’ll clip £50,000… From £5,499 apple.com 

G-Shock GMW-B5000-1ER

A revamped classic, this stainless steel, 200m water-

resistant version of G-Shock’s original 1983 5000 series 

release maintains the iconic square face and LCD digital 

display – with LED light for night time – but has been 

tweaked with Bluetooth connectivity and smartphone 

compatibility, multi-language display, radio-controlled 

world time and solar power. £450 g-shock.co.uk
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Filson Duffle Pack

A perennial favourite with Gear editor 

Jeremy White, Filson’s heritage heavy 

duffle, typically made from tough 

tin cloth and bridle leather, has had 

a thoroughly modern makeover. 

Maintaining the bombproof design, 

but now in 600 denier, all-weather, 

tear-resistant nylon, this multipurpose 

pack is light and rugged, with 

reinforced zips and padded laptop 

sleeves. You can tout it as a duffle or a 

compact rucksack. £240 filson.com

Nanoleaf Canvas

When Nanoleaf’s modular lightshow-

cum-artwork offering first appeared, 

we thought it was a bit of a smart-home 

gimmick. But after a few upgrades and 

some great innovations, we’re sold on 

the design’s inventiveness and flexibility. 

Plug-and-play right from the box, you can 

design your dream light wall that can be 

activated using voice control (HomeKit/

Alexa/Google) and touch to change 

colours and patterns (there are 16.4 million 

hues available for all you CMYK fans). 

Party animals can even have it pulse in 

time with their music. £179.99 nanoleaf.me

Snow Peak x New Balance R_C4 

Our pick of the Snow Peak x Tokyo Design Studio New Balance collab, 

the R_C4 is brimming with outdoor tech, including a waterproof 

but breathable Gore-Tex membrane with Cordura rip-stop upper, 

a magnetic Fidlock buckle, and New Balance’s Encap Reveal and 

Abzorb midsole and cushioning. A Vibram outsole makes mincemeat 

of icy pavements and off-road hikes alike. £269 snowpeak.com

<<<<< IWC Pilot’s Watch Chronograph Edition Blue Angels

Designed in collaboration with the US Navy’s Blue Angels flight 

demo squadron – they’re like our Red Arrows – the deep blue 

dial with outer minute ring and inner hour ring is inspired by 

early military observer’s watches. A 44.5mm black ceramic 

case houses a caliber 89361 flyback chronograph with 68 hours 

of power reserve and anti-magnetic protection. £10,090 iwc.com

b

American Ultra Telecaster

It looks like a classic 

Telecaster, but this Cobra 

Blue beauty is part of 

Fender’s most advanced 

range to date, featuring 

Ultra Noiseless pickups for 

vintage sound without the 

hum, and the new Modern 

D neck, with its compound-

radius fingerboard and 

rolled edges.�Fender has 

re-shaped the back, so 

players can noodle for 

hours in greater comfort, 

while the electronics have 

also had a tweak, and now 

use a treble-bleed circuit 

to preserve high-end 

response, whatever the 

volume. £1,859 fender.com
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GEAR TANGERINE DREAM

Sony WH-H910N h.ear on 3 Wireless Headphones

While these aren’t truly flagship, they still boast dual noise-

cancelling mics, a 35-hour battery life, 25mm drivers and  

the Digital Sound Enhancement Engine HX, which fills in the 

detail left out by your music streaming files. £250 sony.co.uk

JBL L100

When launched in 1970, the 64cm-tall L100 became the 

best-selling speaker in JBL’s history – it even appeared 

in the famous “sofa hurricane” Maxell cassette 

advert. This reissue has been updated with a one-inch 

titanium dome tweeter, a five-inch pure-pulp midrange 

driver, and a 12-inch woofer with a bass-reflex 

enclosure for startling sound quality. £3,999 jbl.com

Active Watch Band for Apple Watch

If you aren’t feeling any of the standard-issue 

Apple straps, consider one that’s definitely 

made to be noticed (for stealthier types, it 

also comes in all-black and dark grey camo). 

Constructed from a high-strength nylon weave 

and stainless-steel custom-cast hardware, 

this rugged strap will survive generations of 

Apple Watch updates, and is available to fit 

both the 44/42mm and 40/38mm size devices. 

Your smartwatch might object to being scraped 

along rough surfaces, but this band will stay firm 

whatever the activity. £43 urbanarmorgear.com

Floyd Cabin in Sunset Orange >>>>>

This hard-shell suitcase blends a cheery 70’s 

skateboarding vibe with superlight carry-on 

compatibility. A 42-litre polycarbonate case, 

its polyurethane, ball-bearing wheels ensure 

a wobble-free ride through Duty Free, while a 

separate laptop sleeve minimises the need for 

carrying an extra bag. �380 floyd.one

Lacie Rugged SSD

Since its 2005 launch, more than six million Neil 

Poulton-designed Lacie Rugged Drives have 

been sold. The latest iterations have USB-C 

connectivity, IP67 water resistance, three-

metre-drop and crush resistance – and, if you 

spec high enough, the ability to transfer and edit 

RAW 4K video. 500GB from £189.99 lacie.com
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GEAR BACK IN BLACK

McLaren Elva Roadster

The Elva, McLaren’s lightest road car, may lack a windscreen, but we’ll handle a few bugs in our teeth to get to 

experience the four-litre twin-turbo V8 and 804 horsepower on offer – it manages 100kph in under three seconds 

and 200kph in 6.7. Designed to reflect the flowing 60’s-style open-cockpit cars from iconic British race car  

designer Elva, there will be 399 vehicles available. And of course, we were joking about the bugs – the aerodynamics 

create a low pressure area around the driver and passenger, so no screen is required. £1.4 million mclaren.com

C20/0M/0Y/100K
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Tudor Black Bay Chrono Dark

Produced as a limited edition with the New 

Zealand All Blacks, this is a classic steel 

Black Bay Chrono sporting a matte black PVD 

treatment. The 41mm case holds Tudor’s 

caliber MT5813, a movement with a 70-hour 

power reserve that was created in partnership 

with Breitling. £4,570 tudorwatch.com 

GoPro Max 360

This 6k 360-degree action camera 

records everything through twin 

lenses and enables three-dimensional 

editing in its app for some impressively 

immersive action sequences. You can 

also shoot single-lens-style video with 

image stabilisation and horizon levelling 

in a choice of four digital lenses, from 

close-cropped 22mm to epic 13mm 

Max SuperView. £479.99 (with 64Gb 

MicroSD) gopro.com

Steel Transparent Speaker

This limited-edition Bluetooth speaker 

has been designed by Stockholm-

based Transparent Sound and forged 

by blacksmith Jonas Majors in his 

workshop on the Swedish island of Mörkö. 

Admittedly, this version is the opposite  

of see-through, but we love the clean 

lines and raw textured metal that will  

age gracefully over the years. As for sonic 

performance, you get an 80W Class-D 

amplifier powering two three-inch drivers 

and a beefy 6.5-inch woofer.

£2,000 transparentspeaker.com

IKEA TILLAGD 24-piece cutlery set 

WIRED continues to be bowled over by IKEA’s ability 

to offer considered, forward-looking design that’s 

affordable to all. In the case of this matte black cutlery 

set, they tasked London-based designer Aaron Probyn, 

who’s created modern masterpieces for Tom Dixon, 

West Elm and Normann Copenhagen. £40 ikea.com
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